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FORMAL DEGREES OF UNIPOTENT DISCRETE SERIES
REPRESENTATIONS AND THE EXOTIC FOURIER
TRANSFORM
DAN CIUBOTARU AND ERIC M. OPDAM
Abstract. We introduce a notion of elliptic fake degrees for unipotent elliptic
representations of a semisimple p-adic group. We conjecture, and verify in
some cases, that the relation between the formal degrees of unipotent discrete
series representations of a semisimple p-adic group and the elliptic fake degrees
is given by the exotic Fourier transform matrix introduced by Lusztig in the
study of representations of finite groups of Lie type.
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1. Introduction
1.1. In this paper, we introduce a notion of elliptic fake degrees for unipotent
elliptic representations of a semisimple p-adic group. We conjecture (Conjecture
4.9 and (4.5.10)), and verify in some cases, that the relation between formal degrees
of unipotent discrete series representations of a semisimple p-adic group and the
elliptic fake degrees is given by the exotic Fourier transform matrix introduced
by Lusztig [Lu1] in the study of representations of finite groups of Lie type. In
other words, we expect that the picture is analogous to that for finite Lie groups,
where the degrees of the unipotent representations are related via the exotic Fourier
transform to their fake degrees.
The formal degrees of discrete series representations of semisimple p-adic groups
admit a conjectural description in terms of adjoint gamma factors [HII, GR]. For
unipotent discrete series representations of a semisimple p-adic group of adjoint
type, this conjecture has been verified in [Op3, Op4]. (For exceptional split groups,
the formula for formal degrees had been known already by [Re3].) We hope that the
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present paper will offer a new perspective on formal degrees from the “arithmetic
side”.
As we explain in section 2, see in particular Corollary 2.8, the elliptic fake degrees
admit an interpretation in terms of characters for the pin double cover of the finite
Weyl group, in the approach of [Ci, CH, CT]. In this interpretation, the elliptic
fake degrees are related to the spin fake degree polynomials of [BW]. They are also
related to certain specializations of the invariants considered in [GNS] and [Som].
It would be interesting to investigate how the elliptic fake degrees fit into the
new theory of unipotent almost characters of semisimple p-adic groups initiated in
[KmL, Lu4, Lu5] and [BKV].
1.2. We give a brief outline of the paper. In section 2, we define the elliptic fake
degrees for elliptic representations of the finite and (extended) affine Weyl group,
and we compute them explicitly for every irreducible Weyl group. The results
for exceptional groups are tabulated in Appendix A. In section 3, we recall ba-
sic constructions and definitions for unipotent representations and Deligne-Lusztig
characters of finite groups of Lie type, in particular, the definition (Definition 3.2)
and properties of the exotic Fourier transform. In section 4, we present our main
conjecture 4.9, as well as certain implications of it, in particular formulas (4.5.10)
and (4.5.11). We also give there examples in support of the conjecture. Finally,
in section 5, we rephrase the conjecture (Conjecture 5.8) in the case of representa-
tions with Iwahori fixed vectors via the homological algebra interpretation of formal
degrees from [OS1].
2. Elliptic fake degrees
2.1. Let E be the l-dimensional (real) reflection representation of the finite Weyl
group W . Let 〈 , 〉W denote the character pairing on the Grothendieck group
R(W ). Denote
∧sE =
∑
i≥0
si∧iE,
an s-graded W -representation whose W -character is w 7→ detE(1 + sw), and
StE =
∑
i≥0
tiSiE,
a t-graded W -representation whose W -character is w 7→ 1detE(1−tw) .
The elliptic pairing of W is 〈 , 〉ellW : R(W )×R(W )→ Z:
〈σ, σ′〉ellW = 〈σ, σ′ ⊗ ∧−1E〉W =
1
|W |
∑
w∈W
σ(w)σ′(w)det(1− w). (2.1.1)
The radical of the form 〈 , 〉ellW equals the lattice Rind(W ) of parabolically induced
W -characters, [Re1, section 2.1]. Let R(W ) = R(W )/rad〈 , 〉ellW be the space of
virtual elliptic representations of W .
An element w ∈W is called elliptic if det(1−w) 6= 0. It is clear that the subset
of elliptic elements of W is closed under conjugation. A conjugacy class in W is
called elliptic if it consists of elliptic elements.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that W is irreducible of classical type. The set of ra-
tional functions
{
1
det(1−qw)
}
⊂ Q(q), where w varies over a set of representatives
of elliptic conjugacy classes in W , is Z-linear independent.
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Proof. We verify the claim case by case as part of subsections 2.5-2.7. 
Remark 2.2. The claim in Proposition 2.1 is not necessarily true for exceptional
Weyl groups. In F4, there are 9 elliptic conjugacy classes, see [Ca2, Table 8].
The two classes labelled D4 and C3 × A1 have the same characteristic polynomial
det(1− qw) = (q3 + 1)(q + 1).
Corollary 2.3. When W is classical, the map 〈 , 1det(1−q· ) 〉ellW : R(W ) → Q(q) is
injective.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 2.1, since the form 〈 , 〉ellW is nondegen-
erate on R(W ). 
2.2. We define elliptic fake degrees for representations of the finite Weyl group.
Definition 2.4. For every class [π] ∈ R(W ), we define the elliptic fake degree of
[π] to be
F[π] = (q − 1)l〈π, SqE〉ellW =
(q − 1)l
|W |
∑
w∈W
π(w)
det(1− w)
det(1− qw) ∈ Q(q). (2.2.1)
When we wish to emphasize the group W , we write FW[π] .
Remark 2.5. Since ∧−1E⊗sgn = (−1)l∧−1E, we have 〈σ⊗sgn, σ′〉ellW = (−1)l〈σ, σ′〉ellW .
Remark 2.6. The elliptic fake degree of [sgn] is given by the formula
F[sgn] = (1 − q)l
l∏
i=1
1− qmi
1− qmi+1 , (2.2.2)
where mi are the exponents of W , see [Bou, Chapter 5.5, Ex. 3].
2.3. Consider the Clifford algebra C(E) generated by E with respect to the W -
invariant product on E. The defining relation for C(E) is
ξ · ξ′ + ξ′ · ξ = −2(ξ, ξ′), ξ, ξ′ ∈ E. (2.3.1)
Let C(E) = C(E)even + C(E)odd be the natural Z/2Z-grading of C(E). Let t
be the transpose anti-automorphism of C(E) defined by ξt = −ξ, ξ ∈ E, and
ǫ : C(E)→ C(E) the automorphism which is +1 on C(E)even and −1 on C(E)odd.
The pin group is
Pin(E) = {a ∈ C(E)× : ǫ(a) · E · a−1 ⊂ E, at = a−1}. (2.3.2)
Then p : Pin(E)→ O(E), p(a)(ξ) = ǫ(a) · ξ ·a−1 is a two-fold cover of O(E). Define
the pin cover of W :
W˜ = p−1(W ) ⊂ Pin(E). (2.3.3)
Set
W˜ ′ =
{
W˜ , dimE odd
W˜ ∩ C(E)even, dimE even.
(2.3.4)
Let S± denote the two W˜ -modules obtained from the restriction of the basic simple
spin modules of C(E). Let R(W˜ ′)gen denote the Z-span of irreducible genuine W˜ ′-
representations.
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Proposition 2.7 ([COT, Theorem 4.2]). The linear map ι : R(W ) → R(W˜ ′)gen,
ι(σ) = σ ⊗ (S+ − S−) is an injective linear map such that
2〈σ, σ′〉ellW = 〈ι(σ), ι(σ′)〉W˜ ′ . (2.3.5)
For every [π] ∈ R(W ), there exist unique associate orthogonal W˜ ′-representations
σ˜±π such that
ι([π]) = σ˜+π − σ˜−π .
Moreover, if [π] has norm 1 in R(W ), then σ˜±π are irreducible.
This result allows us to rewrite the elliptic fake degree in the following form.
Corollary 2.8. The elliptic fake degree equals
F[π] =
1
2
(q − 1)l〈σ˜+π − σ˜−π , SqE ⊗ (S+ − S−)〉W˜ ′ . (2.3.6)
2.4. The irreducible Sn-characters are parameterized by partitions λ of n. We
write σλ for the irreducible Sn-representation. In this notation, σ(n) = triv and
σ(1,1,...,1) = sgn. When λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λk) is viewed as a left justified decreasing
Young diagram, and (i, j) a box in λ, denote
|λ| = k, n(λ) =
∑
i≥1
(i − 1)λi, c(i, j) = j − i,
and h(i, j) the hook length of (i, j).
The conjugacy classes of Sn are parameterized via the cycle decomposition by
partitions α of n. Denote by CSnα the conjugacy class.
We will need the following combinatorial formula.
Proposition 2.9 ([Ma, §I.2, Ex. 5, §I.3, Ex. 3], cf. [GNS, Proposition 3.1]).
Let En = Cn be the permutation representation of Sn. The multiplicity of σλ in
StEn ⊗ ∧sEn equals
gλ(t, s) = 〈σλ, StEn ⊗ ∧sEn〉Sn =
tn(λ)
∏
(i,j)∈λ(1 + st
c(i,j))∏
(i,j)∈λ(1− th(i,j))
. (2.4.1)
2.5. SupposeW is of type An−1. The quotient R(Sn) has rank 1 and it is spanned
by [sgn]. The only elliptic conjugacy class in Sn is the n-cycles, which has size
(n− 1)!. In particular, Proposition 2.1 is obvious in this case. We have:
F[sgn] =
(q − 1)n−1
n!
sgn((1, 2, . . . , n))
det(1− (1, 2, . . . , n))
det(1− q(1, 2, . . . , n)) (n− 1)! =
(1− q)n
1− qn ,
(2.5.1)
where we used that det(1− q(1, 2, . . . , n)) = 1 + q + q2 + · · ·+ qn−1.
2.6. Suppose W is of type Bn. The elliptic conjugacy classes Cα are indexed
by partitions α = (α1, . . . , αk) of n. Regard W (Bα1) × · · · ×W (Bαk) naturally
as a subgroup of W (Bn). Then a representative for the conjugacy class C
Bn
α is
wα =
∏
wαi , where wαi is a Coxeter element for W (Bαi).
The irreducible W (Bn)-representations are parameterized by pairs of partitions
(λ, γ) of total size n. Let λ× γ denote the irreducible representation. Then n× ∅
is the trivial representation and (λ × γ)⊗ sgn = γt × λt.
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Lemma 2.10. An orthonormal basis for R(W (Bn)) is given by {[λ× ∅] : λ ⊢ n}.
More precisely, the map σλ 7→ [λ × ∅] induces an isomorphism between the lattices
(R(Sn), 〈 , 〉Sn) and (R(W (Bn)), 〈 , 〉ellW (Bn)).
Proof. We compute:
〈λ⊗ ∅, λ′ ⊗ ∅〉ellW =
1
|W |
∑
α⊢n
(λ× ∅)(CBnα ) det(1− CBnα )|CBnα |
=
1
n!2n
∑
α⊢n
σλ(α)2
|α|2n−|α||CSnα |
= 〈σλ, σλ′〉Sn .
(2.6.1)
This proves the claim. 
Proposition 2.11 (cf. [GNS, Proposition 3.3]). The elliptic fake degree of [λ×∅] ∈
R(W (Bn)) is
FBn[λ×∅] = (q − 1)nq2n(λ)
∏
(i,j)∈λ
1− q2c(i,j)+1
1− q2h(i,j) . (2.6.2)
Proof. Calculating as in (2.6.1), we find
FBn[λ×∅] = (q−1)n〈σλ, cBnq 〉Sn , where cBnq (CSnα ) =
1
detBn(1− qCBnα )
=
1∏|α|
i=1(1 + q
αi)
.
(2.6.3)
Notice that cBnq (C
Sn
α ) =
∏
i(q
αi−1)∏
i(q
2αi−1)
. Since detEn(1−qCSnα ) =
∏
i(q
αi−1), it follows
that cBnq is just the Sn-character of Sq2En ⊗ ∧−qEn. Thus the formula follows by
applying (2.4.1) with s = −q and t = q2. 
Remark 2.12. Let u ∈ G be a unipotent element and denote by ZG(u) the cen-
tralizer of u in G with identity component ZG(u)
0. The A-group is the finite group
A(u) = ZG(u)/ZG(u)
0Z(G) of components of ZG(u) modulo the center Z(G) of
G. Let Bu denote the variety of Borel subgroups containing u and denote by du
its complex dimension. As shown by Springer [Sp], the cohomology groups (with
complex coefficients) H•(Bu) admit an action of A(u) ×W . Let Â(u) denote the
set of (isomorphism classes of) irreducible representations of A(u) and set
Â(u)0 = {φ ∈ Â(u) : H2du(Bu)φ 6= 0}. (2.6.4)
In the formulation of Conjecture 4.9, an essential role is played by the elliptic
fake degrees of the W -modules given by the Springer representations on H•(Bu)φ,
see (4.5.8). Here u is a quasi-distinguished unipotent element (in the sense of [Re1,
(3.2.2)]) in the complex group G∨ = Sp(2n,C) or Spin(2n+ 1,C), and φ ∈ Â(u)0.
By [CH, Theorem 1.3 and Proposition A.6], there exists a unique partition λ of n
such that
(
du∑
i=0
(−1)du−iH2i(Bu)φ)⊗ (S+ + S−) = (λ× ∅)⊗ (S+ + S−). (2.6.5)
For the explicit combinatorial procedure (based on algorithms of Slooten [Sl]) for
attaching λ to (e, φ), see [Ci, section 3.7]. Applying the identity to ww0, where w
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is an elliptic element of W and w0 is the long Weyl group element and using [CH,
Theorem 1.2], we find that
H•(Bu)φ(w) = ǫ(u, φ) · (λ× ∅)(w), (2.6.6)
where ǫ(u, φ) ∈ {±1} is the sign of the scalar by which w0 acts on the irreducible
Springer representation H2du(Bu)φ. In general, for affine Hecke algebras with arbi-
trary real parameters, the role of such signs in the relation between elliptic theory
and Dirac induction is investigated as part of [CO].
We now verify Proposition 2.1. We need to show that the functions
fα(q) =
1∏|α|
i=1(1 + q
αi)
, α = (α1, α2, . . . ) (decreasing) partition of n, (2.6.7)
are Z-linear independent. Suppose by induction that the claim holds for all m < n.
For n, divide the set of functions into subsets indexed by k = 1, . . . , n,
Fk = {fα(q) : α ⊢ n, α1 = k}. (2.6.8)
By induction, each subset Fk is Z-linear independent (using the induction hypoth-
esis for m = n− k). Moreover, it is easily seen that, for akα ∈ Z,
n∑
k=1
∑
fα(q)Fk
akαfα(q) = 0 implies
∑
fα(q)Fk
akαfα(q) = 0, for every k. (2.6.9)
For example, one first multiplies by 1 + qn and specializes q to a primitive 2n-th
root of 1, then multiply by 1 + qn−1, etc.
2.7. SupposeW is of typeDn. The groupW (Dn) is a natural subgroup ofW (Bn).
The elliptic element wα in W (Bn) lives in W (Dn) if and only if α is a partition
with an even number of parts. The set {wα : α ⊢ n, |α| is even} is a complete set
of representatives for the elliptic conjugacy classes in W (Dn).
The irreducible W (Dn) representations are obtained by restriction from W (Bn)
as follows. If α × β is an irreducible W (Bn)-representation with α 6= β, then the
restrictions (α×β)|Dn ∼= (β×α)|Dn are irreducible W (Dn)-representations. If α =
β, then α×α restricted toW (Dn) decomposes into two inequivalent equidimensional
representations, (α× α)I and (α × α)II .
Notice that the defining representation E for Dn is the same as the one for Bn,
therefore we may use Frobenius reciprocity to see that
〈σ,ResBnDnσ′〉ellW (Dn) = 〈IndBnDn σ, σ′〉ellW (Bn). (2.7.1)
Lemma 2.13. Let P (n) denote the set classes of partitions of n under the relation
λ ∼= λt.
(1) Suppose n is odd. The set {[λ × ∅] : λ ∈ P (n), λ 6= λt} is an orthonormal
basis for R(W (Dn)).
(2) Suppose n is even. The set {[λ× ∅] : λ ∈ P (n)} is an orthogonal basis for
R(W (Dn)). Moreover,
〈λ× ∅, λ× ∅〉ellW (Dn) =
{
1, λ 6= λt,
2, λ = λt.
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Proof. Suppose λ, λ′ ∈ P (n). By (2.7.1), we have 〈λ × ∅, λ′ × ∅〉ellW (Dn) = 〈λ × ∅ +
∅×λ, λ′ ×∅〉ellW (Bn) = 〈λ×∅, λ′×∅〉ellW (Bn)+(−1)n〈λt×∅, λ′×∅〉ellW (Bn). The claims
now follow easily from Lemma 2.10. 
Proposition 2.14. The elliptic fake degree of [λ× ∅] ∈ R(W (Dn)) is
FDn[λ×∅] =
(q − 1)n∏
(i,j)∈λ
(1− q2h(i,j))
q2n(λ) ∏
(i,j)∈λ
(1 − q2c(i,j)+1) + (−1)nq2n(λt)
∏
(i′,j′)∈λt
(1− q2c(i′,j′)+1)
 .
(2.7.2)
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.13, we see that
FDn[λ×∅] = F
Bn
[λ×∅] + (−1)nFBn[λt×∅],
and the formula follows from Proposition 2.11.

Since the functions 1/ det(1− qw), w elliptic, in type Dn are a subset of the ones
for type Bn, they are also Z-linear independent.
2.8. Let R = (X,R,X∨, R∨, F ) be a based root datum. In particular, X,X∨ are
lattices in perfect duality 〈 , 〉 : X ×X∨ → Z, R ⊂ X \ {0} and R∨ ⊂ X∨ \ {0} are
the (finite) sets of roots and coroots respectively, and F ⊂ R is a basis of simple
roots. Let W be the finite Weyl group with set of generators S = {sα : α ∈ F}.
Set W e = W ⋉X , the extended affine Weyl group, and W a = W ⋉ Q, the affine
Weyl group, where Q is the root lattice of R. Then W a is normal in W e and
Ω :=W e/W a ∼= X/Q is an abelian group. We assume that R is semisimple, i.e., Ω
is a finite group.
The set Ra = R∨×Z ⊂ X∨×Z is the set of affine roots. A basis of simple affine
roots is given by F a = (F∨ × {0}) ∪ {(γ∨, 1) : γ∨ ∈ R∨ minimal}. For every affine
root a = (α∨, n), let sa : X → X denote the reflection sa(x) = x− ((x, α∨) + n)α.
The affine Weyl group W a has a set of generators Sa = {sa : a ∈ F a}. Let
l :W e → Z be the length function.
Set E = X⊗RR, so the discussion regarding elliptic theory ofW and E from the
previous sections applies. We denote a typical element ofW e by wtx, where w ∈W
and x ∈ X. The extended affine Weyl group W e acts on E via (wtx) · v = w · v+ x,
v ∈ E.
An element wtx ∈ W e is called elliptic if w ∈ W is elliptic (with respect to the
action on E), or equivalently, if wtx has an isolated fixed point in E. For basic
facts about elliptic theory for W e, see [OS1, sections 3.1, 3.2]. There are finitely
many elliptic conjugacy classes in W e (and in W a).
Let W e-mod be the category of finite dimensional W e-modules. Define the
Euler-Poincare´ pairing on W e-mod as follows:
〈U, V 〉EPW e =
∑
i≥0
(−1)i dimExtiW e(U, V ), U, V ∈W e-mod. (2.8.1)
Let R(W e) be the Grothendieck group of W e-mod, and set
R(W e) = R(W e)/rad〈 , 〉EPW e .
By [OS1, Theorem 3.3], the Euler-Poincare´ pairing for W e can also be expressed as
an elliptic integral. More precisely, define the conjugation-invariant elliptic measure
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µell on W
e by setting µell = 0 on nonelliptic conjugacy classes, and for an elliptic
conjugacy class C such that v ∈ E is an isolated fixed point for some element of C,
set
µell(C) =
|ZW e(v) ∩ C|
|ZW e(v)| ; (2.8.2)
here ZW e(v) is the isotropy group of v in W
e. Then
〈U, V 〉EPW e = 〈χU , χV 〉ellW e :=
∫
W e
χUχV dµell, U, V ∈W e-mod, (2.8.3)
where χU , χV are the characters of U and V .
Set T∨ = HomZ(X,C×). (The superscript ∨ is so that the notation is consistent
in a later section.) Then W acts on T∨. For every s ∈ T∨, set
Ws = {w ∈ W : w · s = s}, (2.8.4)
and one considers the elliptic theory of the finite groupWs acting on the cotangent
space of T∨ at s. By Clifford theory, consider the induction map
Inds :Ws-mod→W e-mod, Inds(U) := IndW
e
Ws⋉X(U ⊗ s), (2.8.5)
which maps irreducible modules to irreducible modules.
By [OS1, Theorem 3.2], the map⊕
s∈T∨/W
Inds :
⊕
s∈T∨/W
R(Ws)C → R(W e)C (2.8.6)
is an isomorphism of metric spaces, in particular,
〈Inds U, Inds V 〉EPW e = 〈U, V 〉ellWs , U, V ∈Ws-mod. (2.8.7)
It is clear that the only nonzero contributions in the left hand side of (2.8.6) comes
from “isolated” elements of T∨, more precisely
T∨iso = {s ∈ T∨ : w · s = s for some elliptic w ∈W}. (2.8.8)
Conversely, suppose χ ∈ R(W e)C is given. For every s ∈ T∨iso/W , one may project
χ onto IndsR(Ws)C. Call the projection prs χ ∈ IndsR(Ws)C. (Of course, this
projection makes sense even for non-elliptic modules.) By the injectivity of (2.8.6),
there exists a unique element, which we denote prsχ ∈ R(Ws)C such that
prs χ = Inds prsχ. (2.8.9)
With this notation, the inverse map is⊕
s∈T∨
iso
/W
prs : R(W
e)C →
⊕
s∈T∨
iso
/W
R(Ws)C. (2.8.10)
This allows us to define elliptic fake degrees for elliptic W e-modules.
Definition 2.15. For every class [π] ∈ R(W e), define the elliptic fake degree of [π]
to be
F e[π] = F[pr1π],
where F[pr1π] is the elliptic fake degree in the finite reflection group W =Ws, as in
Definition 2.4.
The discussion above also applies if we consider just W a instead of W e, and in
that case we denote the elliptic fake degree by F a[π].
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3. Unipotent representations of finite groups of Lie type
3.1. Let p, ℓ be primes, ℓ 6= p, and q be a power of p. Let k be an algebraic
closure of Fp. Let G be a connected algebraic reductive k-group defined over Fq,
and let F : G → G be the associated Frobenius homomorphism. Let L : G → G,
L(g) = g−1F (g), be Lang’s map. Let Cclass(GF ) be the Qℓ-vector space of class
functions GF → Qℓ with the character pairing 〈 , 〉. Let IrrGF denote the set of
irreducible Qℓ-characters of G
F .
The Deligne-Lusztig generalized character RT,θ ∈ Cclass(GF ) is defined for an
F -stable maximal torus T , and a character θ : TF → Q∗ℓ as follows. Let B = TU
be a Borel subgroup of G, and set X˜ = L−1(U). Then X˜ carries a left GF -action
and a right TF action. Set
RT,θ(g) =
∑
i≥0
(−1)i tr(g,Hic(X˜,Qℓ)θ), g ∈ GF ; (3.1.1)
here Hic(X˜,Qℓ) denotes the i-th ℓ-adic cohomology group with compact support,
and the subscript θ indicates the θ-isotypic component. By [DL, Theorem 4.2],
RT,θ is independent of the choice of B.
If ρ ∈ IrrGF , there exists (T, θ) such that 〈ρ,RT,θ〉 6= 0.
Definition 3.1. A character ρ ∈ IrrGF is called unipotent if 〈ρ,RT,1〉 6= 0 for a
maximal F -stable torus T . One calls ρ cuspidal if 〈ρ,RT,θ〉 = 0 for any F -stable
maximal torus T contained in some proper F -stable parabolic subgroup of G and
any character θ of TF . Denote by IrrunG
F the set of irreducible unipotent characters
of GF .
3.2. Fix B0 an F -stable Borel subgroup of G, B0 = T0U0, and T0 is a F -stable
maximal torus. Let W be the Weyl group of T0. For every w ∈ W , choose an
F -stable representative w˙ in G and x ∈ G such that x−1F (x) = w˙. Denote Tw =
xT0x
−1, an F -stable maximal torus, and set
Rw = RTw ,1, w ∈W. (3.2.1)
The character Rw admits the following alternative description:
Rw(g) =
∑
i≥0
(−1)i tr(g,Hic(Xw,Qℓ)), g ∈ GF , (3.2.2)
where Xw = {gB0 ∈ G/B0 : g−1F (g) ∈ B0w˙B0}. In particular,
〈Rw, Rw′〉 = #{w1 ∈ W : w1w′ = wF (w1)}. (3.2.3)
and
Rw(1) =
∑
i≥0
tr(F ◦ w, Si)qi, (3.2.4)
where S is algebra of Q-polynomial function of Q⊗Hom(k∗, T0), and S is the graded
algebra of W -coinvariants.
3.3. From now on, we assume for simplicity that GF is split. For every E ∈ Ŵ ,
define the unipotent almost-character
RE =
1
|W |
∑
w∈W
tr(w, E)Rw . (3.3.1)
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The general definition of the unipotent almost-character is in [Lu1, (3.7.1)]. In the
split case,
RE(1) =
∑
i≥0
dim(E ⊗ Si)W qi, (3.3.2)
which means that RE(1) equals the fake degree of E :
fE(q) =
∑
i≥0
dim(E ⊗ Si)W qi = (1− q)rP (q) 1|W |
∑
w∈W
tr(w, E)
det
S
1(1 − qw) , (3.3.3)
where r is the rank of GF and P (q) is the Poincare´ polynomial of W .
The set {RE : E ∈ Ŵ} is orthonormal. This follows from (3.2.3). Also from
(3.2.3), it is easy to deduce that if g ∈ GF is regular semisimple and wg ∈ W is the
unique Weyl group element such that g ∈ Twg , then
RE(g) = tr(wg , E). (3.3.4)
3.4. For every E ∈ Ŵ , there exists a corresponding irreducible unipotent GF -
representation ρE , as follows. The algebra EndGF (Ind
GF
BF0
(triv)) is isomorphic to
the finite Hecke algebra H(W, q) of W . Recall that H(W, q) is the Qℓ-algebra (or
C-algebra) spanned by {tw : w ∈ W} subject by the relations:
t2s = (q − 1)ts + qt1, s simple reflection.
tw · tw′ = tww′ , if ℓ(ww′) = ℓ(w) + ℓ(w′);
(3.4.1)
here ℓ(w) denotes the length function of W . By Tits’ deformation argument,
H(W, q) is isomorphic to the group algebra ofW , and to every E , there corresponds
a simple module of H(W, q), and thus an irreducible unipotent GF -representation
ρE which occurs in Ind
GF
BF0
(triv).
3.5. If Γ is a finite group, consider the set of pairs M˜(Γ) = {(x, σ) : x ∈ Γ, σ ∈
IrrCΓ(x)}. The group Γ acts on M˜(Γ) by γ · (x, σ) = (γxγ−1, σγ), where σγ is the
twist of σ by γ. Let M(Γ) denote the set of orbits.
Definition 3.2 ([Lu1, (4.14.3)]). The exotic Fourier transform matrix associated
to Γ is the square matrix of size #M(Γ) with entries
{(x, σ), (y, τ)} = 1|CΓ(x)||CΓ(y)|
∑
g∈Γ
xgyg−1=gyg−1x
σ(gyg−1)τ(g−1xg). (3.5.1)
In [Lu1, chapter 4], Lusztig partitioned the set of irreducible W -characters into
families F , and attached to each family a finite group ΓF together with an injec-
tive map F →֒ M(ΓF). Denote the image of this map by M(ΓF)′. Define the
parameterizing set [Lu1, (4.21.1)]
X(W ) =
⊔
F⊂IrrW
M(ΓF ), (3.5.2)
and the pairing [Lu1, (4.21.2)]
{ , } : X(W )×X(W )→ Q, (3.5.3)
as follows: for (x, σ) ∈M(ΓF) and (y, τ) ∈ M(ΓF ′), {(x, σ), (y, τ)} is as in Defini-
tion 3.2 if F = F ′, and otherwise it is zero.
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Let
∆ :M(ΓF )→ {±1} (3.5.4)
be the function defined in [Lu1, §4.14 and §4.21]. Recall that if W is an irreducible
Weyl group, then ∆ is the constant function 1, except for the families F that
contain the representation 512′a in E7, or 4096z or 4096
′
x in E8.
As in [Lu1, §4.22], we assume that G has connected center. We recall next the
main theorem of the classification of IrrunG
F from [Lu1] together with a character
formula that we will need later in the paper.
Theorem 3.3 ([Lu1, Theorem 4.23, (4.26.1)]). There exists a bijection
X(W )←→ IrrunGF , (x, σ)→ ρ(x,σ)
such that for every (x, σ) ∈ X(W ) and E ∈ Ŵ , we have
〈ρ(x,σ), RE〉 = ∆(x, σ){(x, ρ), (y, τ)}, (3.5.5)
where (y, τ) is such that ρ(y,τ) = ρE . Moreover, if g ∈ GF is semisimple, then
tr(g, ρ(x,σ)) =
∑
(y,τ)∈M(Γ)′
∆(x, σ){(x, σ), (y, τ)} R(y,τ)(g); (3.5.6)
here we write R(y,τ) in place of RE when ρ(y,τ) = ρE .
Suppose (x, σ) ∈ M(ΓF ) ⊂ X(W ) is given. The two extreme cases of (3.5.6)
are:
(1) if g ∈ GF is regular semisimple, then
tr(g, ρ(x,σ)) =
∑
(y,τ)∈M(ΓF )′
∆(x, σ){(x, σ), (y, τ)} tr(wg, E); (3.5.7)
(2) if g = 1, then the formal degree of an irreducible unipotent representation
is
µρ(x,σ) := ρ(x,σ)(1) =
∑
(y,τ)∈M(ΓF)′
∆(x, σ){(x, σ), (y, τ)}fE (q); (3.5.8)
here E is such that ρE = ρ(y,τ).
4. Unipotent representations of reductive p-adic groups
4.1. Let K be a nonarchimedian local field, with ring of integers O, prime ideal p,
and finite residue field Fq = O/p. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group
defined over K, and G(K) its K-points. If P is a parahoric subgroup of G(K),
let UP be its pro-unipotent radical, and P = P/UP be the reductive quotient, a
reductive group over Fq.
Definition 4.1 ([Lu2]). An irreducible smooth representation (π, V ) of G(K) is
called unipotent if there exists a parahoric subgroup P of G(K) and a cuspidal
unipotent representation ρ of P such that HomP [ρ, V
UP ] 6= 0.
Fix a Haar measure µ on G(K). Suppose (ρ,W) is a cuspidal unipotent rep-
resentation of P . Let ρ˜ be the pullback to P of ρ. Define H(G(K), ρ) to be the
µ-convolution algebra of compactly supported, smooth functions
H(G(K), ρ) = {f : G(K)→ End(W) : f(p1xp2) = ρ˜(p1)f(x)ρ˜(p2), p1, p2 ∈ P, x ∈ G(K)},
(4.1.1)
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with unit 1ρ =
1
µ(P ) ρ˜χP , where χP is the characteristic function of P .
Denote by R(G(K), ρ) the category of complex smooth representations V of
G(K) such that the ρ˜-isotypical component V ρ ⊂ V |P of the restriction of V to P
generates V , i.e. H(G(K))V ρ = V . The Hecke algebra H(G(K), ρ) acts naturally
on Vρ := HomP [ρ˜, V ] = HomP [ρ, V
UP ], giving rise to a functor
mρ : R(G(K), ρ)→ H(G(K), ρ)-mod, V 7→ Vρ. (4.1.2)
In this case, it is known from [Mo] and [MP] that mρ is an equivalence of cate-
gories. This is a generalization of Borel’s classical result [Bo] in the case of Iwahori
subgroups.
4.2. The algebra H(G(K), ρ) has a structure of a normalized C-algebra with re-
spect to the ∗-operation:
f∗(x) = f(x−1)∗, (4.2.1)
where the second ∗ means the conjugate transpose operation on W , and inner
product
[f1, f2] =
µ(P )
ρ(1)
tr((f∗1 ⋆ f2)(1)). (4.2.2)
Since all simple H(G(K), ρ)-modules are finite dimensional, H(G(K), ρ) admits an
abstract Plancherel formula. Let C∗r (H(G(K), ρ)) denote the reduced C∗-algebra
completion of H(G(K), ρ), see for example [BHK, §3.1 and §4.1].
Theorem 4.2 ([Di]). There exists a unique positive Borel measure µˆρ (depending
on µ) such that
[f, 1ρ] =
∫
̂C∗r (H(G(K),ρ))
trπ(f) dµˆρ(π), f ∈ H(G(K), ρ). (4.2.3)
The transfer of Plancherel measures under the functor mρ behaves very well.
More precisely, if we let ̂C∗r (G(K), ρ) denote the support of the Plancherel measure
of G(K) in the subcategory R(G(K), ρ), then the following result holds.
Theorem 4.3 ([BHK, Theorem B]). The functor mρ induces a homeomorphism
mˆρ : ̂C∗r (G(K), ρ)→ ̂C∗r (H(G(K), ρ)),
such that for every Borel set S of ̂C∗r (G(K), ρ), one has
µˆ(S) =
ρ(1)
µ(P )
µˆρ(mˆρ(S)). (4.2.4)
Example 4.4. Suppose P = I is an Iwahori subgroup, and ρ = 1I is the trivial
representation of I. Then H(G(K), 1I) is the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of I-biinvariant
functions on G(K). Normalize the Haar measure µ such that µ(I) = 1. Then for
every irreducible discrete series representation V of G(K) such that V I 6= 0, the
formal degree is
µˆ(V ) = µˆ1I (V
I). (4.2.5)
In this way, the computation of formal degrees of discrete series representations
in R(G(K), ρ) can be reduced to the similar problem for H(G(K), ρ)-modules.
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4.3. All the algebras H(G(K), ρ) in the previous subsection are specializations of
affine Hecke algebras that we define next.
Let R = (X,R,X∨, R∨, F ) be a based root datum. We retain the notation from
section 2.8.
Let q = {q(s) : s ∈ Sa} be a set of invertible, commuting indeterminates such
that q(s) = q(s′) whenever s, s′ are W a-conjugate. Let Λ = C[q(s),q(s)−1 : s ∈
Sa].
Definition 4.5 (Generic affine Hecke algebra). The generic affine Hecke algebra
H(R,q) associated to the root datum R and the indeterminates q is the unique
associative, unital Λ-algebra with basis {Nw : w ∈ W e} and relations
(i) NwNw′ = Nww′ , for all w,w
′ ∈W such that l(ww′) = l(w) + l(w′);
(ii) (Ns − q(s))(Ns + q(s)−1) = 0 for all s ∈ Sa.
Fix an indeterminate q. Given a W a-invariant function m : Sa → R, we may
define a homomorphism λm : Λ → C[q], q(s) = qm(s). Consider the specialized
affine Hecke algebra
H(R,m) = H(R,q) ⊗Λ Cλm . (4.3.1)
4.4. We return now to the setting of unipotent representations of the p-adic group
G(K). Suppose that G is simple of adjoint type and G(K) is split. Let Ĝ(K)
un
denote the set of (equivalence classes of) irreducible unipotent representations of
G(K), and Ĝ(K)
un
DS the subset of irreducible unipotent discrete series representa-
tions.
Let G∨ denote the complex dual group. An element x ∈ G∨ is called elliptic if
the centralizer ZG∨(x) does not contain any nontrivial torus, or equivalently, the
conjugacy class of x does not meet any proper Levi subgroup of G∨. For every
x ∈ G∨, define the A-group
A(x) = ZG∨(x)/ZG∨(x)
0Z(G∨). (4.4.1)
Let Â(x) be the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of A(x).
The Deligne-Langlands-Lusztig classification for Ĝ(K)
un
takes the following form.
In the case of representations with Iwahori fixed vectors, it was proved in [KL, The-
orem 7.12 and Theorem 8.3].
Theorem 4.6 ([Lu2, Corollary 6.5(a)],[Lu3, §10.9 and Theorem 10.11]). There
exists a natural one-to-one correspondence
Ĝ(K)
un ←→ G∨\{(x, φ) : x ∈ G∨, φ ∈ Â(x)}, (4.4.2)
such that
Ĝ(K)
un
DS ←→ G∨\{(x, φ) : x ∈ G∨ elliptic, φ ∈ Â(x)}. (4.4.3)
The parameterization of Ĝ(K)
un
DS was also obtained independently in the case
when G is split exceptional in [Re3], and when G = SO(2n + 1) in [Wa]. It also
follows from [Op4, Theorem 3.4, Proposition 3.11], in view of results of Slooten [Sl],
[OS2], and [CK] (see the discussion in [Op4, paragraph 3.3.2]).
If x ∈ G∨, write the Jordan decomposition x = su, where s is semisimple and
u is unipotent. Notice that x is elliptic if and only if the centralizer ZG∨(s) is
semisimple and u ∈ ZG∨(s) is a distinguished unipotent element in the sense of
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Bala-Carter [Ca1]. Let Φu : SL(2,C)→ ZG∨(s) be a Lie homomorphism, mapping(
1 1
0 1
)
7→ u, and set
s′ = sΦu(
(
q1/2 0
0 q−1/2
)
). (4.4.4)
Then Ad(s′)u = uq. Fix a maximal torus T∨ ⊂ G∨. Without loss of generality, we
may arrange that s, s′ ∈ T∨. For every root α of (G∨, T∨), let eα denote the corre-
sponding character of T∨. We fix a Haar measure µ on G(K) such that µ(I) = 1
for an Iwahori subgroup I of G(K). The formal degree of π ∈ Ĝ(K)unDS is known
to be given as in the following theorem. This result is a special case of the con-
jecture formulated in [HII]. The q-part in the formula was conjectured in [HO1],
and proved in [HO2] in the case of unipotent discrete series representations with
Whittaker vectors. The explicit form of the constants that multiply the q-parts
was conjectured in [Re3], where the formula was also verified for exceptional split
groups and all unipotent discrete series. Recently, this expression of formal degrees
for all unipotent discrete series of unramified simple p-adic groups was verified in
[Op3, Op4]; the method also relies on corresponding results for discrete series of
affine Hecke algebras from [OS2], [CKK], and [CO].
Theorem 4.7. Suppose πx,φ ∈ Ĝ(K)
un
DS is parameterized by the pair (x, φ), for an
elliptic element x = su ∈ G∨. Let s′ be as in (4.4.4). The formal degree of π equals
µˆ(πx,φ) =
φ(1)
|A(x)||Z(G∨)|mx(q), where mx(q) = q
ν
∏′
α(eα(s
′)− 1)∏′
α(qeα(s
′)− 1) , (4.4.5)
where
∏′
means that the zero factors are ignored, the products vary over all roots
α of (G∨, T∨), and ν is the number of positive roots.
4.5. To state our conjecture, fix u a representative of a unipotent conjugacy class
in G∨ such that u is the unipotent part of an elliptic element in G∨. Set
Γu = ZG∨(u)/ZG∨(u)
0Z(G), (4.5.1)
a finite group. Let M(Γu), M(Γu)
′, and { . } be as in section 3.5. Recall that the
elements of M(Γu) are Γu-orbits of pairs (y, ρ), where y is an element of Γu and ρ
is an irreducible representation of CΓu(y).
Let Σu be the set of ZG∨(u)-orbits on
{(s, φ) : s ∈ ZG∨(u) semisimple, φ ∈ Â(su)}.
If s is such that x = su is elliptic, then according to Theorem 4.6, the pair (s, φ)
parameterizes an element of Ĝ(K)
un
DS.
Suppose (s, φ) ∈ Σu is given. Conjugating by ZG∨(u)0 if necessary, we may
assume that s ∈ T∨. The natural inclusion ZG∨(su) → ZG∨(u) induces a map
A(su)→ A(u). This map is well defined because we have assumed G∨ to be simply-
connected, thus ZG∨(s) is connected, and therefore ZG∨(su)
0 = ZG∨(s)∩ZG∨(u)0.
If we denote by s¯ the image of s in A(u), it is clear that the image of the map lands
in CA(u)(s¯). Therefore we have a well-defined map
A(su) −→ CΓu(s¯). (4.5.2)
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Remark 4.8. When u is distinguished, the map (4.5.2) is an isomorphism, but not
in general. For example, suppose s is a semisimple element in E7 whose centralizer
ZG∨(s) is of type A3 + A3 + A1, and u is a regular unipotent in ZG∨(s). The
conjugacy class of u in E7 is labelled A4 + A1 in Bala-Carter notation. Then
A(u) = Z/2Z and A(su) = Z/4Z, see [Re3, page 71].
Suppose from now on that u is distinguished. Then Σu can be identified with
M(Γu) via the map (s, φ) → (y, ρ), where y = s¯ is the coset of s in Γu, and ρ is
the irreducible representation of CΓu(y) corresponding to φ under the isomorphism
(4.5.2). Therefore, the unique irreducible discrete series πs,u,φ parameterized by
(s, u, φ) ∈ Σu can be redenoted as
πu,y,ρ, where (y, ρ) ∈M(Γu).
Now suppose the discrete series representation (πx,φ, Vx,φ) has nonzero vectors un-
der the action of the Iwahori subgroup I. The space of Iwahori fixed vectors V Ix,φ is
a discrete series module for the Iwahori-Hecke algebra H(G(K), 1I). This algebra
is obtained from the generic algebra H(R,m) in Definition 4.5 with m(s) ≡ 1, by
specializing q to q, the cardinality of the residue field of K. The module V Is,φ itself
is the specialization q = q of an H(R,m)-module Yx,φ(q):
V Ix,φ = Yx,φ(q)|q=q. (4.5.3)
Specializing instead to q = 1, one gets
limV Ix,φ := Yx,φ(q)|q=1, a module for W e. (4.5.4)
Geometrically, this W e-module is realized in the cohomology of the Springer fiber
Bx = {B∨ Borel subgroup of G∨ : x ∈ B∨}, i.e.,
lim V Ix,φ = H
•(Bx)φ ⊗ sgn, as W e-modules, (4.5.5)
see [Re3, Corollary 8.1] which relies on results of [Ka] and [Lu6]. When the discrete
series representation is denoted by πu,y,ρ, let limπ
I
u,y,ρ denote the resulting W
e-
module. With this notation, we may now state our main conjecture. It should be
compared with Lusztig’s formula (3.5.8) for finite Lie groups.
Conjecture 4.9. The formal degree of the unipotent discrete series G(K)-representation
πu,y,ρ, for a distinguished unipotent element u, is given by
µˆ(πu,y,ρ) =
1
|Z(G∨)|
∑
(y′,ρ′)∈M(Γu)′
{(y, ρ), (y′, ρ′)} F e[limπI
u,y′,ρ′
], (4.5.6)
where F e
[limπI
u,y′,ρ′
]
is the elliptic fake degree from Definition 2.15.
Remark 4.10. To extend Conjecture 4.9 beyond the case when u is distinguished,
it appears that one needs to use for Γu a larger group then A(u). A likely can-
didate is given by the group (and the extension of the exotic Fourier transform)
proposed recently by Lusztig in [Lu5]. In section 4.8, we present an example of
non-distinguished u where A(u) is still sufficient for formal degrees.
Conjecture 4.9 predicts another concrete interpretation of the q-part mx(q) of
the formal degree from Theorem 4.7. Write the elliptic element x = su with s ∈ T∨iso.
By [Ka], see [Re3, Proposition 8.1], we know that
H•(Bx) = Inds(H•(BZG∨ (s)u )), as W e-modules, (4.5.7)
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where BZG∨(s)u is the Springer fiber of u in the flag variety for ZG∨(s), and thus
H•(BZG∨ (s)u ) is a Ws-representation. By Definition 2.15, this implies that
F e[limπI
s,u,φ
],=
{
FW[H•(Bu)φ⊗sgn], if s = 1, φ ∈ Â(u)0,
0, otherwise,
(4.5.8)
where FW[ ] is the elliptic fake degree for the finite group W as in Definition 2.4 and
Â(u)0 is defined in (2.6.4).
This implies that the only entries of the exotic Fourier transform matrix that
contribute are of the form:
{(y, ρ), (1, ρ′)} = ρ(1)|CΓu(y)|
ρ′(y). (4.5.9)
Changing to the notation (s, u, φ) ∈ Σu for the unipotent discrete series parameters,
Conjecture 4.9 is equivalent with:
µˆ(πs,u,φ) =
φ(1)
|CΓu(s)||Z(G∨)|
∑
φ′∈Â(u)0
φ′(s)FW
[H•(Bu)φ
′⊗sgn]
=
(1− q)lφ(1)
|A(su)||Z(G∨)|
〈 ∑
φ′∈Â(u)0
φ′(s)H•(Bu)φ′ , 1
det(1− q· )
〉ell
W
=
(1− q)lφ(1)
|A(su)||Z(G∨)|
〈
H•(Bu)s, 1
det(1− q· )
〉ell
W
.
(4.5.10)
Here, we think of s as an element of A(u). Comparing this formula against Theorem
4.7, we can make following remark.
Remark 4.11. Conjecture 4.9 predicts that if x = su, the q-part mx(q) of the
formal degree for the unipotent discrete series πx,φ is
mq(x) = (1− q)l
〈
H•(Bu)s, 1
det(1− q· )
〉ell
W
. (4.5.11)
4.6. The expectation in (4.5.11) has an interesting implication. Suppose G∨ is
a classical group and x = su and x′ = s′u′ are representatives of distinct elliptic
conjugacy classes in G∨ such that u and u′ are distinguished. We claim that (4.5.11)
implies that
mx(q) = mx′(q) if and only if u = u
′ and φ(s) = φ(s′) for all φ ∈ Â(u)0. (4.6.1)
Indeed, by Corollary 2.3 and (4.5.11),
mx(q) = mx′(q) if and only if H
•(Bu)s = H•(Bu′)s′ in R(W ). (4.6.2)
By [Re1] or, equivalently, by the homological results from [OS1] recalled in the
next section, the set {H•(Bu)φ}, where u varies over representatives of the the
distinguished unipotent classes and φ ∈ Â(u)0, is orthonormal in R(W ). Then
(4.6.1) follows at once.
Lemma 4.12. Let G∨ be simple. Suppose the unipotent element u is distinguished
and s, s′ ∈ Γu. If φ(s) = φ(s′) for all φ ∈ Â(u)0, then s′ is conjugate to sz, for
some z ∈ Z(G∨).
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Proof. Clearly the statement is equivalent with: if s, s′ ∈ A(u) such that φ(s) =
φ(s′) for all φ ∈ Â(u)0, then s′ is conjugate to s in A(u).
The nontrivial group A(u) is one of (Z/2Z)k, S3, S4, S5. Suppose A(u) = Sk,
k = 3, 4, 5. The only A(u)-representation which is not in Â(u)0 is sgn. It is easy
to check that the other irreducible A(u)-representations separate the conjugacy
classes.
Now assume A(u) = (Z/2Z)k. If G is exceptional, k = 0, 1 and Â(u) = Â(u)0,
so the conclusion follows.
Suppose G is classical. In type A, we only have the regular unipotent element u
for which A(u) = {1}.
If G∨ = Sp(2n), the distinguished unipotent element u is parameterized by
partitions (2a1, 2a2, . . . , 2am) of 2n, with a1 < a2 < · · · < am, Γu = (Z/2Z)m
and A(u) = Γu/(Z/2Z)△ ∼= (Z/2Z)m−1. By allowing a1 to be 0, we may assume
that m = 2t + 1 is odd. The irreducible representations of Γu (or equivalently
A(u)) of Springer type are in one-to-one correspondence with certain combinatorial
objects, called symbols, introduced in [Lu7, §11-13], simplifying and generalizing
earlier work of Shoji [Sh]. In our particular case, these symbols are of the form(
b1 b2 b3 . . . bt+1
bt+2 bt+3 . . . b2t+1
)
, (4.6.3)
where b1 < b2 < · · · < bt+1, bt+2 < bt+3 < · · · < b2t+1, and
{b1, b2, . . . , b2t+1} = {aj + (j − 1) : j = 1, . . . , 2t}.
The symbol(
a1 a3 + 2 a5 + 4 . . . a2t+1 + 2t
a2 + 1 a4 + 3 . . . a2t + 2t− 1
)
(4.6.4)
corresponds to the trivial Γu-representation. Now given a symbol (4.6.3), the corre-
sponding Γu-representation has the trivial Z/2Z-representation in the j-th position
if the element aj +(j− 1) occurs in the same row as in (4.6.4), otherwise it has the
sgn in the j-th position. Notice that in particular all the Γu-representations of the
form
triv ⊠ · · ·⊠ triv ⊠ sgn⊠ sgn⊠ triv ⊠ · · ·⊠ triv (4.6.5)
appear, just by flipping two consecutive entries in the opposite rows of (4.6.4). But
these representations separate A(u).
When G∨ is an odd orthogonal group, the discussion is completely analogous
with the Sp(2n) case, and we skip the details.
Suppose G∨ is an even orthogonal group. The distinguished unipotent classes
are parameterized by (2a1+1, 2a2+1, . . . , 2a2t+1), where 0 ≤ a1 < a2 < · · · < a2t,
for which A(u) = (Z/2Z)2t−2.
The S-symbol corresponding to the trivial A(u)-representation is(
a1 a3 + 2 a5 + 4 . . . a2t−1 + 2t− 2
a2 + 1 a4 + 3 a6 + 5 . . . a2t + 2t− 1
)
, (4.6.6)
and all other symbols are obtained by flipping entries between the rows (as in type
C). There is one difference: two symbols which only differ by flipping the (full) rows
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are identified. To fix this, we require that a1 is always in the top row. Then the
discussion is as in type C, and the same representations (4.6.5) separate A(u). 
In conclusion, we have the following remark.
Remark 4.13. Conjecture (4.5.11) implies that, when G is a classical group, the
q-part of the formal degree determines uniquely (up to Z(G∨)) the L-packet of
unipotent discrete series of G(K), at least when the unipotent element u is distin-
guished. This statement is known to hold for exceptional groups by [Re3].
4.7. Suppose G is of type G2 and u is a representative of the subregular distin-
guished unipotent class, labelled G2(a1). Then Γu = A(u) = S3. The sets M(S3)
and M(S3)
′ have cardinalities 8 and 4, respectively.
There are 3 semisimple elements in T∨iso, which we denote by s0 = 1, s1, and
s2. The corresponding centralizers in G
∨ = G2 have types G2, A1 × A˜1, and A2,
respectively.
There are 8 unipotent discrete series parameterized by u. They are divided into
three L-packets as in Table 1.
Table 1. Unipotent parameters for u = G2(a1), Γu = S3, in G2
ZG∨(s) A(s, u) φ ∈ Â(s, u) (y, ρ) ∈M(Γu) Notes
G2 S3 1 (1, 1) Iwahori, generic real c.c.
refl (1, r) Iwahori, nongeneric real c.c.
sgn (1, ǫ) supercuspidal G2[1]
A1 + A˜1 Z/2Z 1 (g2, 1) Iwahori, endoscopic A1 × A˜1
sgn (g2, ǫ) supercuspidal G2[−1]
A2 Z/3Z 1 (g3, 1) Iwahori, endoscopic A2
ζ (g3, θ) supercuspidal G2[ζ]
ζ2 (g3, θ
2) supercuspidal G2[ζ
2]
Only the discrete series corresponding to the first two lines have nonzero elliptic
fake degrees and these are given by the entries in Table 6. The entries of the Fourier
matrix { , } are, for example, in [Ca1, page 457]. Multiplying the relevant 8 × 2
of the matrix with the 2 × 1 vector of nonzero elliptic fake degrees, we obtain the
vector of 8 formal degrees from Table 2, compare with [Re2, section 7].
Remark 4.14. In the same way, using the explicit tables of elliptic fake degrees
from section 2, we verified Conjecture 4.9 for all exceptional simple p-adic groups,
when the unipotent element u is distinguished, via a comparison with the known
expressions for formal degrees from [Re3].
4.8. We offer another interesting example. Suppose G∨ = Sp(4,C). Let s ∈ G∨ be
a semisimple element such that ZG∨(s) = SL(2,C)× SL(2,C), and u be a regular
unipotent element in ZG∨(s). Then ZG∨(u) ∼= O(2,C) and Γu = Z/2Z. The sets
M(Z/2Z) and M(Z/2Z)′ have cardinalities 4 and 2, respectively. If we denote by
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Table 2. Formal degrees, u = G2(a1), Γu = S3, in G2
ZG∨(s) φ ∈ Â(s, u) Formal degree
G2 1
1
6
q(1−q)2
Φ22Φ3
refl 13
q(1−q)2
Φ22Φ3
sgn 16
q(1−q)2
Φ22Φ3
A1 + A˜1 1
1
2
q(1−q)2
Φ2Φ6
sgn 12
q(1−q)2
Φ2Φ6
A2 1
1
3
q(1−q)2
Φ3Φ6
ζ 13
q(1−q)2
Φ3Φ6
ζ2 13
q(1−q)2
Φ3Φ6
τ the nontrivial element in Γu, the Fourier transform matrix is:
Z/2Z (1, 1) (1, ǫ) (τ, 1) (τ, ǫ)
(1, 1) 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
(1, ǫ) 1/2 1/2 −1/2 −1/2
(τ, 1) 1/2 −1/2 1/2 −1/2
(τ, ǫ) 1/2 −1/2 −1/2 1/2
(4.8.1)
There are four elliptic unipotent representations attached to u, as listed in Table
3. There are two discrete series representations, one of which is supercuspidal,
attached to (τ, 1), (τ, ǫ) ∈ M(Z/2Z) in the table. The two nonzero elliptic fake
Table 3. Unipotent elliptic parameters for u = (2, 2), Γu = Z/2Z,
in Sp(4,C)
ZG∨(s) A(s, u) φ ∈ Â(s, u) (y, ρ) ∈M(Γu) Notes
Sp(4,C) Z/2Z 1 (1, 1) Iwahori, generic real c.c.
sgn (1, ǫ) Iwahori, nongeneric real c.c.
SL(2)× SL(2) Z/2Z 1 (τ, 1) Iwahori, endoscopic SL(2)× SL(2)
sgn (τ, ǫ) supercuspidal
degrees are
F e[limπIu,1,1]
=
q(1− q)2
(1 + q2)(1 + q)2
and F e[limπIu,1,ǫ]
= − q(1− q)
2
(1 + q2)(1 + q)2
. (4.8.2)
Then (4.5.6) gives
µˆ(πu,1,1) = µˆ(πu,1,ǫ) = 0 and µˆ(πu,τ,1) = µˆ(πu,τ,ǫ) =
1
2
q(1− q)2
(1 + q2)(1 + q)2
. (4.8.3)
This is consistent: µ(πu,1,1) and µ(πu,τ,1) are not discrete series representations, so
the Plancherel measure should be zero, while the results for formal degrees for the
two remaining discrete series can be checked against [Re2, Proposition 7.3].
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5. Formal degrees in the Iwahori case
In this section, we devise an approach towards verifying Conjecture 4.9 directly,
i.e., without refering to Theorem 4.7, at least for the discrete series with Iwahori
fixed vectors, since in that case there is no difference between the formal degrees
for the discrete series of the group and the ones for the Iwahori-Hecke algebra, see
Example 4.4.
5.1. Recall the generic affine Hecke algebra from Definition 4.5, and its special-
ization H(R,m). Now specialize further q to q > 1. The algebra H = H(R,m) has
a structure of normalized Hilbert algebra studied in [Op1]. Let ∗ : H → H be the
conjugate linear anti-involution defined on the basis by
N∗w = Nw−1 ,
and let τ : H → C be the trace
τ(Nw) = δw,1.
The pairing (x, y) = τ(x∗y) is a positive definite hermitian form on H such that the
basis {Nw : w ∈W e} is orthonormal with respect to it. Let C∗r (H) be the reduced
C∗-algebra completion of H. By [Op1, Theorem 2.25], the abstract Plancherel for-
mula holds, i.e., there exists a unique positive Borel measure µˆ (the Plancherel
measure of H) on Ĉ∗r (H) such that
τ(x) =
∫
Ĉ∗r (H)
tr π(x)dµˆ(π), x ∈ H. (5.1.1)
Definition 5.1. A simple H-module π is called a tempered module if π can be
extended to a C∗r (H)-module, i.e., if π occurs in the support of the Plancherel
measure µˆ (5.1.1).
It is called a discrete series module if µˆ({π}) > 0. The scalar µˆπ := µˆ({π}) is
called the formal degree of the discrete series π.
5.2. We present from [OS1] the homological formula for computing µˆπ. Assume
from now on that the root datum R is semisimple, i.e., that Ω is finite, or else there
are no discrete series representations.
Let E = X ⊗Z R, and let A∅ be the fundamental alcove for the action of W e on
E. The action of Ω preserves A∅. The facets of A∅ are in one-to-one correspondence
with subsets J ⊂ F a:
AJ := {v ∈ E : 〈v, a〉 = 0, ∀a ∈ J, 〈v, a′〉 > 0, ∀a′ ∈ F a \ J}.
Let ΩJ denote the stabilizer in Ω of AJ and WJ be the subgroup of W
a generated
by {sa : a ∈ J}. Define
H(R, J,m) = H(WJ ,m)⋊ ΩJ . (5.2.1)
Here, H(WJ ,m) is the finite Hecke algebra generated by WJ and with parame-
ters obtained from the restriction of m to J. By [OS1, Lemma 1.4], the algebra
H(R, J,m) is semisimple for all J . For every irreducible H(R, J,m)-module σ, let
eσ ∈ H(R, J,m) denote the corresponding primitive central idempotent, and let
dimσ be the dimension of σ. Let S
a
denote a set of representatives for the orbits of
Ω on Sa. Finally, let ǫJ denote the orientation character of ΩJ , i.e., the determinant
of the linear action of ΩJ on E/span(AJ ).
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Definition 5.2 ([OS1, (3.19)]). The Euler-Poincare´ function fπEP associated to an
irreducible H(R,m)-module (π, V ) is
fπEP =
∑
J∈S
a
(−1)|J|
∑
σ∈IrrH(R,J,m)
[π ⊗ ǫJ : σ]
dim σ
eσ, (5.2.2)
where [π ⊗ ǫJ : σ] denotes the multiplicity of σ in π|H(R,J,m) ⊗ ǫJ .
The functions fπEP play an essential role in the elliptic representation theory of
H as we recall next.
5.3. LetH-mod denote the category of finite dimensionalH-modules, Ĥ the simple
objects in H-mod, ĤDS the set of simple discrete series modules. Let R(H) denote
the Grothendieck group of finite dimensional H-modules. The Euler-Poincare´ pair-
ing on R(H) is
〈 , 〉EPH : R(H)×R(H), 〈π, π′〉EPH =
∑
i≥0
(−1)i dimExtiH(π, π′), π, π′ ∈ H-mod.
(5.3.1)
This is well-defined, since H-mod has finite cohomological dimension [OS1, Propo-
sition 2.4].
Theorem 5.3 ([OS1, Proposition 3.6, Theorem 3.8]).
(1) If π, π′ ∈ H-mod, then 〈π, π′〉EPH = tr π(fπ
′
EP).
(2) Suppose π′ is a simple tempered H-module and π ∈ ĤDS. Then
ExtiH(π, π
′) =
{
C, if π ∼= π′ and i = 0,
0, otherwise.
(5.3.2)
Using Theorem 5.3 and plugging in fπEP in (5.1.1), one immediately obtains an
explicit formula for the formal degree of π ∈ ĤDS, cf. [OS2, Theorem 4.3]. To state
it, let µˆfσ be the formal degree of the simple module σ for the finite (semisimple)
algebra H(R, J,m). Then:
µˆπ = τ(f
π
EP) =
∑
J∈S
a
(−1)|J|
∑
σ∈IrrH(R,J,m)
[π ⊗ ǫJ : σ] µˆ
f
σ
PJ(q,m)
, (5.3.3)
where PJ(q,m) is the Poincare´ polynomial of H(R, J,m).
5.4. From now on, assume we are in the setting of an Iwahori-Hecke algebra of
a split group. For simplicity, we also assume that W e = W a, i.e., the p-adic
group is simply connected. In our notation, this is H = H(R, 1). As it is well-
known, the simple modules of the finite Hecke algebras H(R, J, 1) are in one-to-one
correspondence with irreducible representations of the finite Weyl group WJ . If
δ ∈ ŴJ , write dδ(q) for the generic degree of δ (this corresponds to µˆfσ in (5.3.3).
As in section 4.5, write lim π ∈ R(W a) for the “limit” q → 1 of the H-module
π.
We may then rewrite (5.3.3) as:
µˆπ =
∑
J⊂Sa
(−1)|J|
∑
δ∈ŴJ
[limπ : δ]
dδ(q)
PJ(q)
. (5.4.1)
We need a lemma first.
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Lemma 5.4. Suppose C is an elliptic conjugacy class in W a. Then there exists
one and only one maximal J ( Sa such that C ∩WJ 6= ∅, and in this case C ∩WJ
forms a single elliptic WJ -conjugacy class.
Proof. Let txw ∈ W a be an element of an elliptic class C. Suppose e ∈ E is a fixed
point for txw, i.e., (txw)(e) = e, which is equivalent with x = (1−w)e. Since w ∈W
is necessarily elliptic, 1− w is invertible, and therefore e = (1 − w)−1x is a unique
fixed point. Conjugating txw if necessary, we may assume that e is in the closure of
the fundamental alcove, and therefore twx ∈ ZWa(e), a parahoric subgroup. Since
w ∈ W is elliptic, it is necessary that ZWa(e) =WJ , for J maximal, in other words,
that e is a vertex of the fundamental alcove. The fact that C ∩WJ is a unique
WJ -conjugacy class follows from the uniqueness of the fixed point: if (txw)e = e
and g(txw)g
−1e = e for some g ∈ W a, then g−1e is also a fixed point of txw, and
therefore g−1e = e, so g ∈ WJ . 
In light of Lemma 5.4, if CJ is an elliptic conjugacy class ofWJ , where J ( Sa is
maximal, then we may denote the unique elliptic conjugacy class in W a that meets
CJ by C
a
J .
Definition 5.5. Define the class function ν :W a → Q(q), by
ν(C) =

0, if C is not elliptic,
(−1)l
∑
δ∈ŴJ
δ(C ∩WJ) dδ(q)
PJ (q)
, if C = CaJ is elliptic.
(5.4.2)
Proposition 5.6. For every discrete series π ∈ ĤDS, the formal degree equals
µˆπ = 〈limπ, ν〉ellWa , (5.4.3)
where 〈 , 〉ellWa is the affine elliptic pairing from (2.8.3).
Proof. We have
〈lim π, ν〉ellWa =
∑
C elliptic in Wa
limπ(C)ν(C)µell(C) (by the definition of the elliptic pairing)
=
∑
J(Sa
maximal
∑
CJ⊂WJ
elliptic
limπ(CaJ )ν(C
a
J )
|CJ |
|WJ | (by Lemma 5.4 and definition of µell)
= (−1)l
∑
J(Sa
maximal
∑
CJ⊂WJ elliptic
δ∈ŴJ
lim π(CJ )δ(CJ )
|CJ |
|WJ |
dδ(q)
PJ (q)
=
∑
J(Sa
(−1)|J|
∑
CJ⊂WJ
δ∈ŴJ
limπ(CJ )δ(CJ )
|CJ |
|WJ |
dδ(q)
PJ(q)
= µˆπ (by (5.4.1)).
The second to last step is justified as follows. Firstly, the set {limπ′ : π′ ∈ Rind(H)}
separates all conjugacy classes in all WJ ’s with J ( Sa not maximal. Secondly,
limπ′(C) = 0 for all π′ ∈ Rind(H) and all C ⊂ W a elliptic. Therefore, we can
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choose a virtual properly induced module π′ such that∑
J(Sa
∑
CJ⊂WJ
δ∈ŴJ
limπ′(CJ )δ(CJ )
|CJ |
|WJ |
dδ(q)
PJ (q)
=−
∑
J(Sa
∑
CJ⊂WJ
δ∈ŴJ
limπ(CJ )δ(CJ )
|CJ |
|WJ |
dδ(q)
PJ(q)
+
∑
C elliptic in Wa
limπ(C)ν(C)µell(C).
Notice that the left hand side of the above equality is exactly µˆπ′ , and this equals
0, since π′ ∈ Rind(H). 
5.5. We use the relation between formal degrees and fake degrees for representa-
tions of finite Weyl groups from section 3.5.
Let W be a finite Weyl group. Using the exotic Fourier transform, we define a
pairing
{ , } : R(W)C ×R(W)C → C, (5.5.1)
as follows. If δ, δ′ ∈ Ŵ are given, set {δ, δ′} = 0 if they are not in the same family.
Otherwise, let {δ, δ′} be the entry in the exotic Fourier transform { , } for the
pair of elements in M(Γ)′ that parameterize δ and δ′. Extend { , } bilinearly to a
pairing on R(W)C.
In particular, this definition applies to W = WJ , J ( Sa, in which case we
denote the pairing by { , }J to emphasize the dependence on J .
By (3.5.8), we have
dδ(q)
PJ (q)
=
∑
δ′∈ŴJ
{δ, δ′}J fδ′(q)
PJ (q)
= (1− q)l
∑
δ′∈ŴJ
{δ, δ′}J
〈
δ′,
1
det(1 − q· )
〉
WJ
= (1− q)l
∑
C′J⊂WJ
∑
δ′∈ŴJ
{δ, δ′}J δ′(C′J )
1
det(1 − qC′J)
|C′J |
|WJ | ;
(5.5.2)
here C′J ranges over the conjugacy classes in WJ .
5.6. Now suppose again that W is an arbitrary finite Weyl group. Define the
linear map
EF : R(W)C → R(W)C, EF(χ) =
∑
δ′∈Ŵ
{χ, δ′}δ′. (5.6.1)
We expect that EF takes induced characters to induced characters, i.e.,
EF(Rind(W)) ⊂ Rind(W). (5.6.2)
A stronger conjecture is that the Fourier transform commutes with parabolic in-
duction indL, where WL is a proper parabolic subgroup of W , i.e.,
indL(EF
L(δ)) = EF(indL(δ)), δ ∈ R(WL). (5.6.3)
For example, if δ is a left cell representation of WL, then by [Lu1, Theorem 12.2],
EFL(δ) = δ. Moreover, by [BV, Proposition 3.15], indL(δ) is a sum of left cell
representations, and so (5.6.3) holds in this case. In particular, if WL is a product
of symmetric groups (such as in G2), (5.6.3) is true.
Equation (5.6.3) can be reformulated in terms of unipotent representations of
finite groups of Lie type as follows. Retain the notation from section 3.5. In
particular, the unipotent almost-characters RE are defined for each E ∈ Ŵ . One
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can extend the definition by linearity so that RE makes sense for every E ∈ R(W).
We need to distinguish between almost-characters for the group GF and almost
characters for a Levi subgroup LF of a parabolic subgroup PF , so write RG
F
E ,
E ∈ R(W) for the former, and RLFφ , φ ∈ R(WL) for the latter. Then (5.6.3) is
equivalent with
RG
F
IndW
WL
(φ) = Ind
GF
PF (R
LF
φ ), φ ∈ ŴL. (5.6.4)
5.7. Let EFJ : R(WJ )C → R(WJ)C be the linear map defined in the previous
subsection, specialized to the caseW =WJ , J ( Sa. Assuming that (5.6.2) is true,
EFJell = EF
J |Ell(WJ ) : Ell(WJ )→ Ell(WJ ). (5.7.1)
We rewrite the formula in Proposition 5.6 along the lines of (5.5.2). For simplicity
of notation, suppose v ∈ R(W a) is given; this vector will be later specialized to
limπ. Denote the delta function at a conjugacy class C by 11C . Define
F aell =
∑
J max
∑
CJ⊂WJ ell
1
det(1− qCJ )11CJ . (5.7.2)
We have:
µˆv = 〈v, ν〉ellWa
= (q − 1)l
∑
J(Sa
max
∑
CJ⊂WJ
ell
v(CJ )
|CJ |
|WJ |
∑
δ∈ŴJ
δ(CJ )
∑
C′J⊂WJ
δ′∈ŴJ
[δ, δ′]Jδ′(C′J )
1
det(1− qC′J )
|C′J |
|WJ |
= (q − 1)l
∑
CJ⊂WJ
ell
∑
C′J⊂WJ
〈v, 11CJ 〉ellWa
 ∑
δ,δ′∈ŴJ
δ(CJ )[δ, δ
′]Jδ′(C′J )
 〈11C′
J
, F aell〉ellWa
= (q − 1)l
∑
CJ ,C
′
J⊂WJ
ell
〈v, 11CJ 〉ellWa 〈11CJ |EFJell|11C′J 〉 〈11C′J , F aell〉ellWa ,
(5.7.3)
where 〈11CJ |EFJell|11C′J 〉 is the appropriate entry in the matrix of EFJℓ in the basis
given by the 11C , where C ranges over the elliptic classes in WJ .
Motivated by this formula, it makes sense to define the linear isomorphism
EFaell =
⊕
J⊂Sa max
EFJell : Ell(W
a)→ Ell(W a). (5.7.4)
If we fix an orthogonal basis {v′} of Ell(W a) we may write
〈11C′
J
, F aell〉ellWa =
∑
v′
〈11C′
J
, v′〉ellWaF av′,ell, where F av′,ell =
1
〈v′, v′〉ellWa
〈v′, F aell〉ellWa .
(5.7.5)
Then our calculation can be expressed as follows.
Corollary 5.7. Assume that (5.6.3) holds for every J ( Sa. The formal degree of
v = limπ is given by
µˆv =
∑
v′
〈v|EFaell|v′〉F av′,ell,
where v′ ranges over an orthogonal basis Bell(W
a) of R(W a) (such bases exists, see
[COT, Section 5]).
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When the root datum is both simply-connected and adjoint, we expect the fol-
lowing
Conjecture 5.8. The matrix of EFaell in the basis Bell(W
a) equals the submatrix of
the exotic Fourier transform with rows/columns corresponding to the elements of
Bell(W
a).
5.8. We illustrate the previous calculations in the case of G2. Let α be the short
simple root and β the long simple root. Let θ be the short highest root. The affine
Dynkin diagram is
G2 : a0 − a1 ≡ a2, (5.8.1)
where a0 = 1 − θ∨, a1 = α∨, and a2 = β∨. The elliptic conjugacy classes in W a,
i.e., the “arithmetic” side, are as follows:
(1) J0 = {a1, a2} gives Ca1 = C(s1s2), Ca2 = C((s1s2)2), and Ca3 = C((s1s2)3);
(2) J1 = {a0, a2} gives Ca4 = C(s0s2);
(3) J2 = {a0, a1} gives Ca5 = C(s0s1).
On the dual, “spectral” side, there are three isolated points ti in T
∨ = Hom(X,C×)
with endoscopic groups and representatives of elliptic tempered representations (in
fact discrete series representations) as follows:
(1) t0 = 1, Wt0 = W (G2): v1 = V
t0
St , with v1|W = φ(1,6), v2 = V t0refl, with
v2|W = φ(1,6) + φ(2,1), and v3 = V t0(1,3)′′ , with v3|W = φ′′(1,3);
(2) t1 = exp(
1
3θ
∨), Wt1 =W (A2), with v4 = V
t1
A2
= IndW
a
Wt1⋉X
(St⊗ t1);
(3) t2 = exp(
1
2ψ
∨),Wt2 =W (A1×A1), with v5 = V t2A1×A1 = IndW
a
Wt2⋉X
(St⊗t2).
Here St means the Steinberg module, and the notation for W (G2)-representations
is as in [Ca1]. The basis {v1, . . . , v5} in R(W a) is orthonormal (as it is formed of
characters of discrete series modules). We record in Table 4 the characters of vi on
the conjugacy classes Caj .
Table 4. Elliptic character table of affine Weyl group of type G2
Ca1 C
a
2 C
a
3 C
a
4 C
a
5
µell 1/6 1/6 1/12 1/4 1/3
v1 1 1 1 1 1
v2 2 0 −1 −1 0
v3 −1 1 −1 −1 1
v4 0 2 0 0 −1
v5 0 0 3 −1 0
A direct calculation gives
EFJ0ell =
1/6 1/2 1/31/2 1/2 0
2/3 0 1/3
 , (5.8.2)
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in the basis {11Ca1 , 11Ca2 , 11Ca3 }. Moreover, EFJ1ell = 1 and EFJ2ell = 1. Conjugating EFaell
in the basis of 11Caj ’s by the character table 4, we find
EFaell =

1
1/6 1/3 1/3 1/2
1/3 2/3 1/3 0
1/3 −1/3 2/3 0
1/2 0 0 1/2
 , (5.8.3)
in the basis {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}. This confirms Conjecture 5.8 in the case of G2.
Appendix A. Elliptic fake degrees for exceptional Weyl groups
For a finite Weyl groupW of exceptional type, we give explicit formulas for ellip-
tic fake degrees in the following tables. For simplicity, denote byX(u, φ) = H•(Bu)φ
the Springer representations ofW considered before. By [COT], an orthogonal basis
of R(W ) in all of these cases is given by the set of X(u, φ) for:
(i) representatives u of the distinguished unipotent classes and φ ∈ Â(u)0;
(ii) representatives u of the quasi-distinguished non-distinguished unipotent
classes and φ = 1.
All the vectors in these bases have elliptic norm 1, with one exception in E7 and
the quasi-distinguished nilpotent orbit A4 +A1 when the elliptic norm is
√
2.
To simplify the entries in the table, we write:
F[π] = (q − 1)l
N[π]
cyc(W )
, (A.0.4)
where cyc(W ) is the product of cyclotomic polynomials which appears as the de-
nominator of the simplified form of F[sgn]. The explicit list is in Table 5.
Table 5. cyc(W )
W cyc(W )
G2 Φ
2
2Φ3Φ6
F4 Φ
4
2Φ
2
3Φ
2
4Φ
2
6Φ8Φ12
E6 Φ
2
2Φ
3
3Φ
2
6Φ9Φ12
E7 Φ
7
2Φ
2
3Φ
2
4Φ
3
6Φ8Φ10Φ12Φ14Φ18
E8 Φ
8
2Φ
4
3Φ
4
4Φ
2
5Φ
4
6Φ
2
8Φ9Φ
2
10Φ
2
12Φ14Φ15Φ18Φ20Φ24Φ30
Table 6. G2
e ∈ N A(e) Â(e)0 σ˜(e, ψ) ∈
̂˜
W gen N[X(u,φ)]
G2 1 1 2s Φ5
G2(a1) S3 (3) 2sss qΦ3
(21) 2ss −q2
F4:
p(F4(a1), (2)) = 1 + q + q
2 + q4 + q6 + q7 + q8
p(F4(a2), (2)) = 1 + q + 2q
2 + q3 + q4 + q5 + 2q6 + q7 + q8
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Table 7. F4
e ∈ N A(e) Â(e)0 ̂˜W gen N[X(u,φ)]
F4 1 1 4s Φ5Φ7Φ11
F4(a1) S2 (2) 12s qΦ5Φ7 · p(F4(a1), (2))
(11) 8sss −q3Φ5Φ7Φ8
F4(a2) S2 (2) 24s q
2Φ5Φ8 · p(F4(a2), (2))
(11) 8ssss −q3Φ5Φ7Φ8
F4(a3) S4 (4) 8ss q
4Φ23Φ5Φ8
(31) 12ss −q5 · p(F4(a3), (31))
(22) 8s −q5Φ8 · p(F4(a3), (22))
(211) 4ss q
6Φ25
Table 8. E6
e ∈ N A(e) ψ ∈ Â(e)0 σ˜(e, ψ) ∈
̂˜
W gen N[X(u,φ)]
E6 1 1 8s Φ7Φ11
E6(a1) 1 1 40s qΦ5Φ7Φ12
E6(a3) S2 (2) 120s q
3Φ5Φ9
(11) 72s −q4Φ22Φ9
D4(a1) S3 (3) 40ss q
7Φ22
Table 9. E7
e ∈ N A(e) Â(e)0
̂˜
W gen N[X(u,φ)]
E7 1 1 8s∗ Φ11Φ13Φ17
E7(a1) 1 1 48s∗ qΦ5Φ8Φ11Φ13Φ18
E7(a2) 1 1 168s∗ q2Φ27Φ11Φ14Φ18
E7(a3) S2 (2) 280s∗ q3Φ5Φ7Φ10Φ14 · p(E7(a3), (2))
(11) 112s∗ −q5Φ5Φ7Φ8Φ14 · p(E7(a3), (11))
E7(a4) S2 (2) 720s∗ q5Φ5Φ8Φ10Φ18 · p(E7(a4), (2))
(11) 120s∗ −q6Φ5Φ10Φ18 · p(E7(a4), (11))
E7(a5) S3 (3) 448s∗ q7Φ33Φ24Φ8Φ12Φ14
(21) 560s∗ −q8Φ5Φ8Φ10Φ14 · p(E7(a5), (21))
(111) 112ss∗ q9Φ23Φ7Φ8Φ14
E6(a1) S2 (2) 512s∗ q4Φ23Φ34Φ28Φ12Φ16
A4 +A1 S2 (2) 64s∗ 2q11Φ23Φ24Φ8Φ12
p(F4(a3), (31) = 1 + q + 2q
2 + 3q3 + 5q4 + 5q5 + 5q6 + 3q7 + 2q8 + q9 + q10
p(F4(a3), (22)) = 1 + 2q + 4q
2 + 5q3 + 4q4 + 2q5 + q6
E7:
p(E7(a3), (2)) = 1+2q+2q
2+ q3+ q4+ q5+ q6+ q7+ q8+ q9+2q10+2q11+ q12
p(E7(a3), (11)) = 1 + q + q
2 − q4 + q6 + q7 + q8
p(E7(a4), (2)) = 1 + q + 2q
2 + 2q3 + 2q4 + q5 + 2q6 + 2q7 + 2q8 + q9 + q10
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p(E7(a4), (11)) = 1+ 2q+2q
2+2q3+3q4+3q5+3q6+3q7+3q8+2q9+2q10+
2q11 + q12
p(E7(a5), (21)) = 2 + 4q + 5q
2 + 4q3 + 2q4
Table 10. E8
e ∈ N A(e) Â(e)0 ̂˜W gen N[X(u,φ)]
E8 1 1 16s Φ11Φ13Φ17Φ19Φ23Φ29
E8(a1) 1 1 112s qΦ7Φ9Φ11Φ13Φ14Φ17Φ19Φ23Φ30
E8(a2) 1 1 448ss q
2Φ7Φ
2
8Φ
2
11Φ13Φ14Φ17Φ19Φ24Φ30
E8(a3) S2 (2) 1344ss q
3Φ7Φ
2
8Φ9Φ11Φ13Φ14Φ17Φ18Φ24 · p(E8(a3), (2))
(11) 320s q
7Φ28Φ9Φ11Φ13Φ17Φ24 · p(E8(a3), (11))
E8(a4) S2 (2) 2016s q
4Φ7Φ
2
9Φ11Φ13Φ14Φ18 · p(E8(a4)(2))
(11) 1680s q
6Φ7Φ
2
9Φ11Φ13Φ14Φ18 · p(E8(a4), (11))
E8(a5) S2 (2) 5600sss q
6Φ35Φ7Φ9Φ
2
10Φ11Φ14Φ15Φ20Φ30 · p(E8(a5), (2))
(11) 2800s −q7Φ35Φ7Φ9Φ210Φ11Φ14Φ15Φ20Φ30 · p(E8(a5), (11))
E8(a6) S3 (3) 6480s q
8Φ29Φ18 · p(E8(a6), (3))
(21) 9072s −q9Φ7Φ29Φ14Φ18Φ20 · p(E8(a6), (21))
(111) 2592s q
12Φ29Φ11Φ18 · p(E8(a6), (111))
E8(a7) S5 (5) 896s q
16Φ43Φ
2
5Φ7Φ
2
8Φ9Φ14Φ15Φ24 · p(E8(a7), (5))
(41) 2016sss −q17Φ9Φ14Φ18 · p(E8(a7), (41))
(32) 2016ss −q17Φ7Φ9Φ14Φ18 · p(E8(a7), (32))
(311) 1344s q
18Φ7Φ
2
8Φ9Φ14Φ18Φ24 · p(E8(a7), (311))
(221) 1120s q
18Φ9Φ14 · p(E8(a7), (221))
(2111) 224s −q19Φ27Φ9Φ14 · p(E8(a7), (2111))
E8(b4) S2 (2) 5600ss q
5Φ35Φ7Φ
2
10Φ11Φ13Φ14Φ15Φ20Φ30 · p(E8(b4), (2))
(11) 800s q
7Φ35Φ
2
10Φ11Φ13Φ15Φ20Φ30 · p(E8(b4), (11))
E8(b5) S3 (3) 6720s q
7Φ7Φ
2
8Φ9Φ11Φ14Φ18Φ24 · p(E8(b5), (3))
(21) 7168s −q8Φ44Φ7Φ28Φ11Φ212Φ14Φ20Φ24 · p(E8(b5), (21))
(111) 448s q
13Φ7Φ
2
8Φ9Φ11Φ13Φ14Φ24 · p(E8(b5), (111))
E8(b6) S3 (3) 8400s q
10Φ35Φ7Φ9Φ
2
10Φ14Φ15Φ18Φ20Φ30 · p(E8(b6), (3))
(21) 2800ss −q11Φ35Φ7Φ210Φ14Φ15Φ20Φ30 · p(E8(b6), (21))
(111) 5600s −q12Φ35Φ7Φ9Φ210Φ14Φ15Φ20Φ30 · p(E8(b6), (111))
D5 +A2 S2 (2) 4800s q
13Φ23Φ
4
5Φ
2
8Φ9Φ
2
10Φ15Φ18Φ20Φ24Φ30
D7(a1) S2 (2) 11200s q
9Φ23Φ
3
5Φ
2
7Φ
2
8Φ9Φ
2
10Φ14Φ15Φ20Φ24Φ30
D7(a2) S2 (2) 7168ss q
12Φ43Φ
4
4Φ
2
5Φ
2
8Φ9Φ
2
12Φ15Φ16Φ20Φ24
E6(a1) +A1 S2 (2) 8192s q
11Φ43Φ
5
4Φ
2
5Φ
3
8Φ9Φ
2
12Φ15Φ16Φ20Φ24
E8:
p(E8(a3), (2)) = 1+ 2q+3q
2+4q3+4q4+3q5+2q6+ q7+ q8+ q9+ q10+ q11+
q12 + q13 + q14 + q15 + 2q16 + 3q17 + 4q18 + 4q19 + 3q20 + 2q21 + q22
p(E8(a3), (11)) = 1+ 2q+3q
2+3q3+3q4+2q5+2q6+2q7+3q8+4q9+6q10+
7q11 + 8q12 + 7q13 + 5q14 + 2q15 + q16 + 2q17 + 5q18 + 7q19 + 8q20 + 7q21 + 6q22 +
4q23 + 3q24 + 2q25 + 2q26 + 2q27 + 3q28 + 3q29 + 3q30 + 2q31 + q32
p(E8(a4), (2)) = 1+ 4q+9q
2+14q3+18q4+20q5+21q6+20q7+18q8+16q9+
17q10 + 20q11 + 25q12 + 31q13 + 38q14 + 43q15 + 46q16 + 46q17 + 45q18 + 43q19 +
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42q20 + 41q21 + 42q22 + 42q23 + 42q24 + 41q25 + 42q26 + 43q27 + 45q28 + 46q29 +
46q30 + 43q31 + 38q32 + 31q33 + 25q34 + 20q35 + 17q36 + 16q37 + 18q38 + 20q39 +
21q40 + 20q41 + 18q42 + 14q43 + 9q44 + 4q45 + q46
p(E8(a4), (11)) = 1+ 3q+6q
2+9q3+12q4+14q5+16q6+17q7+17q8+15q9+
13q10 + 12q11 + 14q12 + 18q13 + 23q14 + 27q15 + 30q16 + 30q17 + 29q18 + 27q19 +
26q20+25q21+26q22+27q23+29q24+30q25+30q26+27q27+23q28+18q29+14q30+
12q31+13q32+15q33+17q34+17q35+16q36+14q37+12q38+9q39+6q40+3q41+q42
p(E8(a5), (2)) = 1 + 3q+ 6q
2 + 8q3 + 8q4 + 6q5 + 5q6 + 5q7 + 6q8 + 7q9 + 8q10 +
8q11 + 8q12 + 7q13 + 6q14 + 5q15 + 5q16 + 6q17 + 8q18 + 8q19 + 6q20 + 3q21 + q22
p(E8(a5), (11)) = 1 + 3q + 5q
2 + 6q3 + 7q4 + 8q5 + 9q6 + 8q7 + 5q8 + 2q9 + q10 +
2q11 + 5q12 + 8q13 + 9q14 + 8q15 + 7q16 + 6q17 + 5q18 + 3q19 + q20
p(E8(a6), (3)) = 1+ 6q+21q
2+53q3+111q4+203q5+339q6+524q7+765q8+
1064q9 + 1431q10 + 1867q11 + 2379q12 + 2962q13 + 3624q14 + 4354q15 + 5152q16 +
5996q17+6888q18+7807q19+8760q20+9726q21+10720q22+11718q23+12727q24+
13709q25 + 14673q26 + 15581q27 + 16444q28 + 17224q29 + 17943q30 + 18568q31 +
19121q32 + 19560q33 + 19903q34 + 20105q35 + 20185q36 + 20105q37 + 19903q38 +
19560q39 + 19121q40 + 18568q41 + 17943q42 + 17224q43 + 16444q44 + 15581q45 +
14673q46+13709q47+12727q48+11718q49+10720q50+9726q51+8760q52+7807q53+
6888q54+ 5996q55 + 5152q56 + 4354q57 + 3624q58 + 2962q59 + 2379q60 + 1867q61 +
1431q62+ 1064q63 + 765q64 + 524q65 + 339q66 + 203q67 + 111q68 + 53q69 + 21q70 +
6q71 + q72
p(E8(a6), (21)) = 1+ 5q+17q
2+42q3+86q4+150q5+237q6+345q7+476q8+
625q9+792q10+969q11+1154q12+1335q13+1508q14+1662q15+1797q16+1904q17+
1987q18+ 2042q19 + 2080q20 + 2102q21 + 2121q22 + 2133q23 + 2145q24 + 2147q25 +
2145q26+ 2133q27 + 2121q28 + 2102q29 + 2080q30 + 2042q31 + 1987q32 + 1904q33 +
1797q34+1662q35+1508q36+1335q37+1154q38+969q39+792q40+625q41+476q42+
345q43 + 237q44 + 150q45 + 86q46 + 42q47 + 17q48 + 5q49 + q50
p(E8(a6), (111)) = 1 + 3q + 8q
2 + 17q3 + 34q4 + 57q5 + 87q6 + 118q7 + 151q8 +
180q9 + 211q10 + 242q11 + 283q12 + 328q13 + 383q14 + 438q15 + 498q16 + 547q17 +
589q18 + 612q19 + 631q20 + 642q21 + 665q22 + 690q23 + 727q24 + 755q25 + 780q26 +
784q27 + 780q28 + 755q29 + 727q30 + 690q31 + 665q32 + 642q33 + 631q34 + 612q35 +
589q36 + 547q37 + 498q38 + 438q39 + 383q40 + 328q41 + 283q42 + 242q43 + 211q44 +
180q45 + 151q46 + 118q47 + 87q48 + 57q49 + 34q50 + 17q51 + 8q52 + 3q53 + q54
p(E8(a7), (5)) = 1 + q + q
4 + q6 + q7 + q9 + q10 + q12 + q15 + q16
p(E8(a7), (41)) = 1+5q+17q
2+46q3+106q4+215q5+396q6+673q7+1068q8+
1597q9 + 2273q10 + 3104q11 + 4092q12 + 5225q13 + 6479q14 + 7818q15 + 9200q16 +
10576q17 + 11900q18 + 13129q19 + 14230q20 + 15178q21 + 15963q22 + 16584q23 +
17051q24 + 17374q25 + 17564q26 + 17626q27 + 17564q28 + 17374q29 + 17051q30 +
16584q31 + 15963q32 + 15178q33 + 14230q34 + 13129q35 + 11900q36 + 10576q37 +
9200q38+ 7818q39 + 6479q40 + 5225q41 + 4092q42 + 3104q43 + 2273q44 + 1597q45 +
1068q46 + 673q47 + 396q48 + 215q49 + 106q50 + 46q51 + 17q52 + 5q53 + q54
p(E8(a7), (32)) = 1 + 4q + 12q
2 + 28q3 + 53q4 + 84q5 + 118q6 + 150q7 + 175q8 +
189q9+192q10+182q11+158q12+118q13+65q14+3q15−62q16−128q17−190q18−
246q19 − 292q20 − 326q21 − 345q22 − 354q23 − 356q24 − 354q25 − 345q26 − 326q27 −
292q28−246q29−190q30−128q31−62q32+3q33+65q34+118q35+158q36+182q37+
192q38+189q39+175q40+150q41+118q42+84q43+53q44+28q45+12q46+4q47+q48
p(E8(a7), (311)) = 2+9q+25q
2+54q3+97q4+150q5+208q6+267q7+326q8+
386q9 + 449q10 + 514q11 + 577q12 + 631q13 + 668q14 + 681q15 + 668q16 + 631q17 +
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577q18 + 514q19 + 449q20 + 386q21 + 326q22 + 267q23 + 208q24 + 150q25 + 97q26 +
54q27 + 25q28 + 9q29 + 2q30
p(E8(a7), (221)) = 1+ 4q+10q
2+21q3+42q4+76q5+121q6+169q7+213q8+
248q9 + 271q10 + 275q11 + 255q12 + 205q13 + 118q14 − 17q15 − 201q16 − 426q17 −
674q18 − 933q19 − 1194q20 − 1453q21 − 1700q22 − 1931q23 − 2141q24 − 2330q25 −
2493q26− 2626q27 − 2714q28 − 2746q29 − 2714q30 − 2626q31 − 2493q32 − 2330q33 −
2141q34−1931q35−1700q36−1453q37−1194q38−933q39−674q40−426q41−201q42−
17q43 + 118q44 + 205q45 + 255q46 + 275q47 + 271q48 + 248q49 + 213q50 + 169q51 +
121q52 + 76q53 + 42q54 + 21q55 + 10q56 + 4q57 + q58
p(E8(a7), (2111)) = 1 + 3q + 6q
2 + 10q3 + 16q4 + 23q5 + 30q6 + 37q7 + 45q8 +
54q9 + 63q10 + 71q11 + 80q12 + 89q13 + 96q14 + 99q15 + 100q16 + 100q17 + 100q18 +
100q19 + 100q20 + 99q21 + 96q22 + 89q23 + 80q24 + 71q25 + 63q26 + 54q27 + 45q28 +
37q29 + 30q30 + 23q31 + 16q32 + 10q33 + 6q34 + 3q35 + q36
p(E8(b4), (2)) = 1 + 2q + 3q
2 + 3q3 + 3q4 + 2q5 + q6 + q7 + 2q8 + 2q9 + 2q10 +
q11 + q12 + 2q13 + 3q14 + 3q15 + 3q16 + 2q17 + q18
p(E8(b4), (11)) = 1+ 2q+3q
2+4q3+5q4+6q5+7q6+8q7+9q8+9q9+9q10+
8q11 + 8q12 + 8q13 + 8q14 + 8q15 + 9q16 + 9q17 + 9q18 + 8q19 + 7q20 + 6q21 + 5q22 +
4q23 + 3q24 + 2q25 + q26
p(E8(b5), (3)) = 1+4q+10q
2+19q3+31q4+44q5+57q6+69q7+81q8+93q9+
107q10 + 122q11 + 138q12 + 152q13 + 163q14 + 170q15 + 175q16 + 177q17 + 178q18 +
177q19 + 176q20 + 175q21 + 176q22 + 177q23 + 178q24 + 177q25 + 175q26 + 170q27 +
163q28+152q29+138q30+122q31+107q32+93q33+81q34+69q35+57q36+44q37+
31q38 + 19q39 + 10q40 + 4q41 + q42
p(E8(b5), (21)) = 1+3q+6q
2+10q3+14q4+17q5+20q6+23q7+26q8+28q9+
28q10 + 26q11 + 24q12 + 22q13 + 21q14 + 22q15 + 24q16 + 26q17 + 28q18 + 28q19 +
26q20 + 23q21 + 20q22 + 17q23 + 14q24 + 10q25 + 6q26 + 3q27 + q28
p(E8(b5), (111)) = 1+3q+5q
2+6q3+6q4+4q5+ q6−2q7−3q8+7q10+14q11+
17q12 + 14q13 + 7q14 − 3q16 − 2q17 + q18 + 4q19 + 6q20 + 6q21 + 5q22 + 3q23 + q24
p(E8(b6), (3)) = 1+4q+10q
2+19q3+31q4+43q5+54q6+63q7+69q8+71q9+
69q10 + 63q11 + 54q12 + 43q13 + 31q14 + 19q15 + 10q16 + 4q17 + q18
p(E8(b6), (21)) = 1+4q+9q
2+15q3+22q4+30q5+39q6+49q7+60q8+70q9+
78q10 + 83q11 + 86q12 + 88q13 + 89q14 + 88q15 + 86q16 + 83q17 + 78q18 + 70q19 +
60q20 + 49q21 + 39q22 + 30q23 + 22q24 + 15q25 + 9q26 + 4q27 + q28
p(E8(b6), (111)) = 1 + 2q+ 2q
2 − q3 − 7q4 − 16q5 − 24q6 − 28q7 − 26q8 − 21q9 −
18q10 − 21q11 − 26q12 − 28q13 − 24q14 − 16q15 − 7q16 − q17 + 2q18 + 2q19 + q20
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